Meet our Data Engineering Teams!

11:15 AM – 12:00 PM | Translating Complex Concepts into Simple Ui’s:
- Learn about a CMU alumna’s journey to Linkedin and how she tackles transforming data into usable web applications with user friendly interfaces.

12:15 PM – 1:00 PM | Massively Distributed Real-time Online Analytic Processing System
- Learn how and why we built a distributed real-time OLAP Infrastructure for interactive analytics applications at LinkedIn.

1:15 PM – 2:00 PM | Streams Processing @ Linkedin:
- LinkedIn builds a suite of technologies like Kafka, Samza and Brooklin to enable real-time stream processing. We will discuss how these technologies are used at LinkedIn, current challenges, and their future.

LUNCH PROVIDED
Gates & Hillman 4405
11:15 AM – 2:00 PM, Thursday Nov. 3